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COMPANY



Location

Delf, Netherlands
Bargelaan, Leiden NL 2333 CT
Country of Origin: Älmhult in Småland, Southern
Swerden

Organizations and
Activities

Founder: Ingvar Kampard

Operations: 
Organizations are divided into Operations and Franchising,
where most activites are overseen my INGKA Holdings

IKEA



Subsidiaries

IKEA



Franchises

Most IKEA products are designed in Sweden and
manufactured in China or other developing
countries (Vietnam, Malaysia, Poland, etc.)

Brand History
Make a timeline: *
1926: Ingar Arrives
1933: An Entrepreneurs was born
1943: The first IKEA company is found
1948: IKEA introduces furnitures
1950s: Shut out in Sweden
1950: Company debuts IKEA Catalog
1953: The first showroom opens, in the same
year IKEA introduced the flat pack
1960: The first IKEA restaurant opens
1963: The first IKEA store outside Sweden
opens in Norway
1965: The flagship IKEA store opens
1973: Hej Europe! IKEA



1976: Ingvar puts pen to paper
1990: "Democratic Design" is launched 
1998: "Sow a seed" project is launched
2014: The first life at home report
2015: All-in with LED

Brand History (continues)

Financial Data

IKEA



Key Personnels

Inter IKEA Holding Members:
Anders Dahlvig, Chairman
Aline Santos
Søren Hansen
Mathias Kamprad
Véronique Laury
John Olie IKEA



IKEA Recent News
IKEA Makes Buy Back & Resell Permanent:
https://sourcingjournal.com/topics/sustainability/i
kea-buy-back-resell-secondhand-home-decor-
circularity-furniture-338682/

IKEA invests $373 Millions in solar park projects
in Germany, Spain: 
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/ikea-
invests-373-mln-solar-park-projects-germany-
spain-2022-04-06/

IKEA and the owner of T.J. Maxx are the latest
retailers to halt Russia operations: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/03/business/r
etailers-sales-russia-ikea.html

IKEA



INDUSTRY
&

COMPETITION



Category Definition
IKEA's products categories are at-home furnitures
and retails

Size of Category

Market size in 2020 for retails/furniture was $545
billions, with $789 billions revenue projected in
2027

IKEA



History of Category

Furniture market has ancient history (30,000BC).
During WW2, the market moved to wooden
furnitures and has been evolving since

Methods of Distribution
IKEA retail stores act ac warehouses for
customers to shop their furnitures. Besides, the
company has websites for online purchases and
third party for supplies transportations

IKEA



Major Players

As IKEA enters two different market (retails and
furnitures), there are two differente major player
line for the brand

Retails:

At-home furnitures:

IKEA



Seasonal Factors
With at-home furnitures, the main seasonal
factors are the quality of products (summer vs.
winters). Because of that, IKEA change their
plants and woods for furnitures based on their
season, although not much changes are usually
made

Regional Factors

IKEA often face different regional factors such as
household incomes, regional preferences,
consumer spending, and demand in different
countries

IKEA



Legal Considerations

As a furniture-manufacturer, IKEA faces legal
issues in labor working conditions, worldwide
import restrictions, manufacturing businesses
problems like unhealthy workplace. Besides, IKEA
faces environmental issues such as carbon
emissions, environmental obligations on products
and sustainability

IKEA



PRODUCTS
WITHIN

CATEGORY



Share of Category by
Product

IKEA's living products take 19% of the product
category. It is also surprising to see how their
food takes 5% in this chart

IKEA



New Product Introductions

IIn 2021, IKEA introduced 3 new home and
furniture collections

The collections are
made in neutral
colors to follow its
fall/wintet
aesthetics

Besides bedroom
essentials, the brand
also launches pots,
cushions, and curtains

IKEA



Benefits and Appeals of
New Products
With other companies joining the sustainability
train, IKEA is no exceptions. The company's
stated: "Sustainability is at the heart of everything
we do at IKEA; and with the recent launch of our
Buy Back service and Circular Hubs testament to
this, we're continuing to work towards our goal of
becoming a fully circular and climate positive
business by 2030"

The new collections are made with sustainable
materials, where the brand wants to updates their
product with simple, affordable and eco-friendly
characteristics.

IKEA



New Packages

In 2021, IKEA
announced the rid
of plastics from
consumer
packages. This
process will start in
2025-2028. 

IKEA
applies this
practice on
SOLHETTA
and
LEDARE
packaging:

Follow their sustainability statement, IKEA is
reducing plastics paste and create more recycle
and renewable packages

IKEA



Innovations

One of IKEA innovations are their flat-pack
furniture revolution, invented by Gillis Lundgren. 

This innovations have helped the company shift
their delivery system into self-assembly products
and reduced product costs

To increase the
company's ethics, IKEA
offered refugees
shelters in alternate
with tents. This project
later helped them win
the 2017 Design of the
Year

IKEA



Recent News about
Product Category

Online Household Furniture Market Size in the
US to Grow by $3.26B
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/online-
household-furniture-market-size-
020000103.html?fr=yhssrp_catchall

Balkh furniture, mobile market fire inflicts $1M
afs loss
https://menafn.com/1103991905/Balkh-furniture-
mobile-market-fire-inflicts-one-million-afs-loss

Global Investors back Cloudpick to revolutionise
Japan's retail market
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks
/global-investors-back-cloudpick-to-
revolutionise-japan-s-retail-market-1031322732

Calling it Quit: Retail Workers are Leaving
https://www.winsightgrocerybusiness.com/retaile
rs/calling-it-quits-2-5-retail-workers-considering-
leaving

Furniture:

Retails:

IKEA



BRAND
ANALYSIS



Top Brands by
Dollars/Unit Sales

IKEA placed 83rd in dollar revenue for US retail
market. It is self-explanatory that Walmart holds
the first place with $500B sales

In furniture market, IKEA
is the second top-sales
brand, after Ashley
HomeStore

IKEA



Growth Trends of Top
Brands

According to Motor Intelligence, Furniture
market's Revenue has exponential growth from
2017-present. Moreover, the fastest growing
market in this category is Asia Pacific with CAGR
>5% (2021-2026 forecast)

The market trends in this industy is space-saving
yet stylish designs. Besides, RTA furniture is
becoming more popular to consumers

IKEA reported a decrease in Revenue due to
COVID19, the brand earned 1,579 Millions Euros in
2021

IKEA



Category Share by
Country and Region

IIKEA seems to have
the majority of their
sales Europe and
America. Specifically,
71% of their sales are
in Europe (14% In
Germany)

Their competitor,
Amazon also earns
most of their sales in
the U.S

IKEA



Pricing Trends 

Recent News about
Competitor

The Furniture market is reported to keep their
products at a low price with compact designs.
These brands tend to approach consumers with
average incomes. Companies such as Ashley
HomeStore, Herman Miller Inc. Steelcase are
applying this low-price strategy besides IKEA

Ashley Homestores becomes first to enter Red
Hills Business Park
https://news.yahoo.com/groundbreaking-day-
ashley-homestore-becomes-222000917.html?
fr=yhssrp_catchall

Walmart hired PayPal's CFO John Rainey
https://www.barrons.com/articles/paypal-stock-
cfo-walmart-51649854947?
siteid=yhoof2&yptr=yahoo

IKEA



CONSUMER
PROFILE



Demographics

IKEA's ICP consists of
middle-class people
between the age of
20-24, who mostly
buy stylist and
contemporary
furniture at the best
price possible.

Frequency of Purchase

IKEA



Place of Purchase

Heavy-user Profile

As a furniture/retail company, IKEA's consumer
make their purchases online through click-and-
collect service. Other people also visit the
warehouse directly. With regions where IKEA is
yet to be available, the company will ship the
products via their International Sales Departments

IKEA's purchasers have an average income of
$35K-$80 annually, they are mostly middle class
with 20-34 age range. Besides, the consumers
typically live in Oregon, Utah, Kansas, Minnesota,
and California.

IKEA



Heavy-user Profile

The survey reflects that IKEA has high brand
awareness since it's one of the most popular
furniture retail brand in the U.S (2nd place).
Besides, consumer typically view IKEA with a
positive attitude, despite a few labor scandal of
the corporation in the past.

Decision Makers vs.
Purchasers
IKEA focuses highly on consumer's needs and
wants, this also reflects in their brand's
statements. The brand does so by applying flat
pack, click and collect for easy assemble. There
are clear communications between two parties

IKEA



Brand Loyalty

Customers usually stay with a retail/furniture
brands based on the quality and price of the
products. However, IKEA has a different strategy
when it comes to achieving brand loyalty.
Consumers reported that they often felt
"competence" when they assemble an IKEA
products. This feeling makes them prone to the
feeling of an active participant rather than a sole
purchaser. By providing convenient, choice, and
experience, IKEA gains loyalty by making people
feel important.

IKEA



MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS



Creative Strategies on Top
Brands

Consistent and recognizable designs, from
product names to colors
Mixed-and-matched products: This strategy 
 makes it accessible for consumers with
unique styles
Create an expansive, UGC approach to
branded contents
Make furniture photos look aesthetically
pleasing

IKEA uses the following approach to attract their
customers: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Specific Promises
IkEA has been working on sustainability and
consumer data promises. For instance, "the
company decreased its energy use across the
business, from manufacturing to restaurant." This
approach resulted in 7% decrease on climate
footprint.

IKEA



Appeals

One example of their creative appeals is Guerilla
and freebies, where IKEA stick freebies on their
ads board.

Claims

IKEA products are
affordable.

IKEA



Special Effects
IKEA self-assemble products so far have created
the best effects to consumers. This strategy turns
passive consumers to the most loyal. IKEA
positions themselves as high quality and
aesthetically pleasing, yet affordable.

Past and Current
Executions

IKEA



Info on Competitive
Brands

Walmart is
trying to build
their brands'
social media
presence by
comedy and
humours

Ashley
HomeStore
showcases

product
discounts in

their flyers



MEDIA FOR BRAND



Category and Brand
Spending
According to AdAge, IKEA is reviewing its $444M
media account, which is split between different
ad agencies. Compares to its spend in 2012
($100M), IKEA has increased their ad budget to
400%

IKEA



Seasonality
IKEA mostly advertises in the winter, moving
season and holidays to keep themselves relevant,
which is to increase sales

Regionality
Since IKEA operates globally, they constantly
change their advertising methods regarding the
regions

IKEA



Media Employed by Top
Brands

Facebook: 31,502,843 followers
Twitter: 37K followers
Instagram: 1M followers
Youtube: 266K subscribers
Linkedin: 2,316,658 followers

Spending Patterns

IKEA splits their media spend by 5 different ad
agencies: Ogilvy&Mather, BBH Singapore,
Buzzman, Mother London, and
Forsman&Bodenfors. The agencies will then
manage IKEA's advertisements based on their
sales in different regions: Europe (79%), U.S (15%)
and less than 2% in Asia. 

IKEA



Competitor Spending

Amazon reported to spend $11B in media. Last
year, the company spent $21,000/minute on ads
and promotion. Over the last 25 years, Amazon
has exponentially increased their spend

IKEA



PROMOTIONS FOR
BRAND



Major Brand Promotions

For consumers promotions, IKEA uses ads prints
to create awareness and promoting their
products. These ads are usually appealing with
warm background colors

Besides, IKEA applies sales and trade promotions
such as coupons, discounts to maintain their
customers' loyalty and remindind them to visit the
stores

IKEA



Shipping rate: IKEA offers
discounts on shipping rate at
a limited time ($29 for large
items and $9 for small items)

Discounted products: IKEA
offers to give you the
difference back on a product
as long as you keep the
receipt

Refills: FAMILY members card
holders can get free refills on
coffee while shopping

Child care: IKEA also offers
childcares for customers who
shop at their stores

Promotions Used in
Category

IKEA



Success Rate of
Promotions

IKEA promotions contributed a big change in their
retail sales. In the fiscal year of 2020 - 2021, the
company reported a retail sales of EUR 41.9B
across 12 franchisees. Besides, their online sales
rises from 18% - 30%. The increase in brand
awareness also led IKEA to open 25 new locations
in Asia. With their digital improvement, consumers
can now scan products on their mobile app for a
faster checkouts.

Competitor Promotions

Similar to IKEA, Amazon offers daily promo codes
and deals with at least 20% off per purchase.
Besides, the company has excellent customers
service where refunds and keeping items are
made possibles. 

IKEA



DIGITAL
STRATEGIES



Website and Mobile

IIKEA tries to optimize users' digital experience
and embracing the connection between
technology and their products. They are working
toward making things convenient for customers
such as pre-installed wireless charging. The
brand wants to deliberate the mindset that IKEA is
at the frontline of digital innovation

Purpose of Sites

The main purpose of
sites are to create an
innovative and futuristic
atmosphere. Where
customers will no longer
have to physically visit
the warehouses and
make direct purchases. 

The site also showcases how creative and skillful
IKEA is. As they promised in improving digital
experience and customers privacy, IKEA has been
actively on working on that statement. 

IKEA



IIKEA tries to optimize users' digital experience by
activating virtual rooms, 3D viewing on products
before purchases. For customers' convenience,
the brand offers click-and-collect, where
customer can get their purchase with one click.
Downloadable catalogs are also available via
mobile apps. AR is also used by IKEA in their IKEA
Place App (launched in 2017). The app provides
the POV of a product inside the customers' living
spaces. Websites contents are updated regularly
to keep the page fresh and new. 

E-Commerce Activities

Social Media Activities
The top visited social media channels for IKEA are
Youtube, Facebook, and Reddit. There are also
opportunities to reach audiences on Whatsapp

IKEA



SEO
Since 2016, IKEA invests a lot in its SEO
strategy. It receives an average of 182M organic
traffics and rated $64.5M in traffic values.
Besides, IKEA has 438K in referring domains in
the past months. IKEA emphasizes how it drives
organic traffics with categorized links and
keywords such as "twin bed," "couch," and so
on. 

Marketing Automation
Efforts
There are not an accurate amount of investments
IKEA spent on automation. However, IKEA is
focusing on smart home automation as a
marketing strategy. The company is also
developing self-driving cars to further increase its
brand awareness. Scheduling posts and using
paid search are also part of the plan.

IKEA



OTHER PERTINENT
INFORMATION



A daybed named "My Partner Snores"
A dishwasher named "My Girlfriend Won't
Do the Dishes"

In 2016, IKEA introduces its retail therapy
campaign in relevancy to relationship problems.
It presented the products that can solve these
issues and named them accordingly. 
For Example: 

IKEA renames products for
SEO-focused retail therapy
campaign

IKEA



BRAND VALUE
According to benextbrand.com, IKEA's brand
value surpassed 41 billions Euros in 2019. The
brand has been implementing buying factors with
motivate customers to make a purchase and
"prescribed procesdures to actuate that choice." 
In early 2019,  IKEA became one of the top most
important retailer in the world, with a net worth of
$19B. Currently, IKEA has 450 stores worlwide
and 50 web-based stores. IKEA has won several
prize in brand value, including the strongeest and
most valuable Nordic brands, the biggest Retail
brands, and the Best global Brands

IKEA



BRAND
EXPLORATORY



Brand Research

Qualitative Research

I used Qualtrics to conduct a research between
10 respondents, where 90% of the respondents
have visited IKEA, and more than 50% of their
decision criterias for IKEA are design and price

Have you ever visited IKEA?

What made you choose IKEA?

IKEA



All respondents ranked IKEA on a scale of 4-5,
which is relatively high for a retail furniture
brand. 

Quantitative Research

With theseus quantitative research for their
restaurant service, most respondents are less
frquent to eat breakfast at IKEA comparing to
lunch and dinner

How would you rate IKEA (1-5 scale)?

IKEA



Based on the research and responses from
consumers, most people feel that IKEA
warehouses are too large and time consuming,
where they have to plan a visit ahead. 

Most customers are satisfied with the
experiences and are willing to recommend IKEA
to others despite their bad experience

On a personal perception, IKEA have little to no
parking spaces on the weekends, which usually
make it challenging for customers to visit
although they planned the visit ahead. 

Key Takeaways

IKEA



Recommendations

Suggestion #1: Most surveyors on both my
research and theseus research emphasize that
they often feel uncomfortable visiting IKeA due to
how large the store is, where they think it's time
consuming and hard to keep track of children per
visit. 
With that information, I recommend IKEA to do
more research on expanding the warehouses on a
family/neighborhood spectrum, which is similar to
Walmart neighborhood stores. The IKEA family
store will provide smaller and exclusive options for
family to choose. The store can also attract quick
grabbers who want to visit IKEA yet don't have
enough time. 

Suggestion 2#: IKEA should also consider
improving customer service with higher self-
checkout system and providing daycare for
customers who are in need; increasing the
comfort of daycare for IKEA parents can expand
their visiting time at IKEA -> more time to view
products and higher chance of making a purchase

IKEA
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